^ uo^ o AB ,
where 0; =U {0 q \ 0<q<p}, 0£ =fl {0 q \p<q< oo }, 0<£<oo. It is known that all of these inclusions are strict in the case of arbitrary Riemann surfaces (see Heins [3, and Sario-Nakai [7, pp. 276-280] ). The appropriate constructions are Myrberg type surfaces and hence of infinite genus.
If one now restricts W to be of finite genus, the situation changes.
First of all, it is now known that OG = OMB* = OAB* (see Sario-Nakai [7, p. 280] II. On removable singularities. Let 5 denote the sphere and X the finite plane. Suppose that £ is a bounded closed totally disconnected subset of S. We shall write
for every subdomain V of 5 for which E£ V. EÇ^NB and E^NMB* are defined similarly using AB and MB*, respectively. Let EE.N G iff Cap(£) =0. Finally, write E = 3C[Xi, • • • , X n ] iff E is concentrated entirely on an w-star formed by n rays emanating from an origin out to <*> such that the successive angles are 7rXi,
The proofs of the following three theorems involve a combination of techniques from classical potential theory and classification theory. THEOREM Of course, Theorem 5 with n = 2, Xi =X 2 = 1, is essentially Theorem 4. The last two theorems of this section will serve to show that Theorem 3 is in some strong sense best possible. The proofs depend upon constructions that arise in the following section. THEOREM Oö^o7<Oi^o7/2<03/ 2^o 7<o 2 go7/ 2 <06/2
The most difficult portion of the proof consists of showing that Oï < 0i. This is handled by use of Riesz «-potentials and the associated potential theory as in Carleson [l, pp. 14-39]. The appropriate construction is a symmetric bounded closed totally disconnected subset E of the real axis such that E^N B and l/z^H p (S-E) for all 0 <p < 1 ; see Theorem 4. Inequality 0^2 < 0*/2 for k ^ 3 is now proved by use of transformation w=z 2!k . Because of its rather surprising simplicity, we will now give the proof of inequality U 0 < P <oo O P <OAB-We need the following generalization of a classical theorem of Nevanlinna-Frostman.
LEMMA. Let D be a subdomain of S, D^OG- Let K be a bounded closed subset of S with Cap(Z") 5*0. Suppose thatfEM (D) andf [D] C\K is void. Then, f E MB* (D).
